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JINKA 1351R, JINKA 1351AB, JINKA 1351AS. The effect of dissolved gases on the mechanical properties of the human shell is

fundamental to the study of fossil shells. Conventional technology used to determine dissolved gas content consists of placing a
sample in a closed container and heating the sample to a known temperature. Generally, the procedure results in 100 percent
conversion of dissolved gases to air and requires that the dry sample be measured over a span of time. This procedure is time
consuming and costly. The scientific literature is not consistent in the specific techniques for gas determination. One of the first

publications to mention the use of gas analysis in samples from archaeological sites was Jones, K. L., 1960, J. Paleontology, Vol. 34,
pp. 665-668. Jones used this technique to analyze the dissolved gases in concretions from the site of Skara Brae. However, he did
not teach how to analyze such samples and his reported values are obtained through a statistical analysis of the data. Because of
the paucity of data, Jones was able to determine only 10% of the dissolved gas content in the Skara Brae samples. From a review

of the literature one can conclude that the need exists for a simple, rapid and inexpensive procedure for determining the dissolved
gas content of archaeological samples which can be used in conjunction with Raman spectroscopy.Q: 'Rails.application.configure
do |config|' undefined method `config' for # I've followed an online tutorial on how to setup the new website at The application is

now having trouble when trying to run the new user migration. It's telling me that the config object does not have a method
'configure'. I've searched high and low for an answer and can't seem to find one. I've tried to add do...end to the migration and that
did not work. I've tried to add application.configure(Rails.application) to both the controller and the migration. I've tried to do it in

the console. Application.configure do #...
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